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HELLO
FUTURE.
WELCOME
HOME.
Smart, smarter, Smart Home: Whatever
tomorrow brings, WERU stands for

And what's to come

building and living in the future.

in the future?
Artificial intelligence in doors

And with your new WERU aluminium

is a far-off vision for now. With

front door, you are automatically

emphasis on for now. Because
one thing is certain: WERU

part of it. With security, stability,

will continue to manufacture

energy efficiency and your completely

pioneering and reliable
door solutions for you from

individual door model, you can turn

innovative technologies.

static four walls into a dynamic
living environment.

A far-sighted decision.
Anyone who wants to enjoy
their new door over the
long-term is best served
by a manufacturer who
also thinks ahead. And this
is precisely our strength
as a company. We are
constantly developing our
high-quality door systems.
And offer numerous upgrade
functions for every need.
Today your access

VISION

Guide

to tomorrow.
The individual finger scan and
keypad – can be integrated
into any ATRIS door model.
Just two of many ways to
make life easier in the future.
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READY FOR
INDIVIDUAL
REQUIREMENTS.

Design worlds.
Doors make your life more
lively. And you can set
personal accents with
WERU. Turn your house
entrance into a meeting
place with an inspiring
atmosphere. Just the way
you like it.

Invitingly

different.
Whether warm wood
decors, stylish Black
Edition, craftsmanship in
glass or illuminated side
lights: Be inspired by

DESIGN

Guide

the latest WERU design
highlights and decide for
yourself which personal
trends you want to set.
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IS THERE A DOOR
THAT SUITS ME?
AND REALLY
JUST ME?
Each WERU door is custom-made, adapted
to your life, your wishes and the frame of your
home and fitted with the best installation.
So you can let life in.

I want to… upgrade my home.

I want ... modern design

Want to get your old clinker façade

without compromise.

shining in its full glory again? Our

Does your house have clear

traditional door designs enhance

architectural lines? Then emphasize

your entrance area, with or without

them with modern doors that blend

handcrafted glass art.

with the façade.

I want to… live smarter.

I want ... a sustainable solution.

Smart Home starts right at the

Generations of WERU doors are

front door with WERU. Thanks to

better proof of our sustainability

innovative sensor technology, you

than any standard 5-year product

can give your home the update you

guarantee. This is premium for you

want. How about temporary accesses

and good for the environmental

without a key for tradespeople,

balance.

for example?
I want to ... protect what's
I want to… come home earlier.

important to me.

Make yourself comfortable. Not

Trapped children's fingers? Not with

just on the couch, but as soon as

our new Softclose technology: This

you open the door. The finger scan

takes the momentum out your door

eliminates the annoying search for

when it closes and then gently pulls

keys and the electric door opener

it into the lock.

can be used to unlock the front

I want ... everything to be just right.
Where is there a door that can
be adapted to your windows?
Where the inner side of the door
harmonises with the interior and
you already know before installation
that everything will run smoothly
thanks to professional installation?
Of course: at WERU.

INDIVIDUAL

Guide

door at the bottom from any floor
in the house.
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Guide

ONE, TWO,
THREE … TO
THE DESIRED
DOOR.

7 STEPS TO
YOUR DESIRED
DOOR

01 M ODEL SELECTION
Modern, traditional or with individual bars and high
light incidence? Select the basic shape of your
door and give it its profile by creating frames and
panels flush or offset to the façade.

P. 68

02 D ESIGN
Admittedly: The wide range of different

If required, add a matching sidelight and fanlight to

ATRIS door models makes it difficult to decide.

your desired door.

P. 69

But we make the choice as easy as possible for
you. Find your desired door in just seven steps!

03 C OLOURS

SIMPLY

Now colour comes into play: Colour with a smooth
surface or haptic structure, metallic or RAL colours
or finely coordinated design colour worlds.

P. 74

04 D ECORS AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
Design your dream door with material decors and
decorative elements made of metal or natural
materials.

P. 76

05 G LASS ELEMENTS
Whether glass art, patterned glass or individual
ONLINE
TO THE DESIRED
DOOR

The WERU door configurator.
Simply design your desired door and
experience how colours, handles or sidelights
visually change a front door. Non-binding,
with preview function and the option of
requesting directly from specialist retailers.
weru.com/configurator

glass design: Anything is possible!

P. 77

06 H ANDLES
With short or long wooden or metal handles, round,
flat or embedded in the door, you have everything
under control.

P. 70

07 E QUIPMENT
Many equipment details are already included
at WERU, we offer further options and packages
for even more security and convenience.

P. 66
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Guide

DISCOVER
THE ATRIS
PRINCIPLE.

INTERIOR DECORS

DECOR MATERIALS

DESIGN

Optionally adapt the design

Decide on the desired

Add side sidelights or

on selected models on

material mix

fanlights as required

the inside as well
DOOR MODEL

There's not just one ATRIS door –

DECORATIVE ELEMENTS

Make your key

COLOUR SELECTION

design decision

Discover the complete

Add accents with shadow

WERU colour spectrum

grooves and raised or

and our textured surfaces

flush inlays

but your individual ATRIS door!
With WERU ATRIS doors, you can decide for yourself
what your ATRIS looks like, feels like and the functional
elements you want it to have, from the basic construction
to the smallest equipment detail. In mathematical terms,
you can choose between hundreds of thousands of
possible combinations. This sounds more complicated
than it is – it is crucial that ATRIS doors adapt flexibly to

FLEXIBLE

your needs. And your wishes are not limited by the door.
The complete flexibility in the selection of your front door
is the ATRIS principle.

PLUS
PACKAGES

Comfort Plus
Numerous additional options allow you to
specifically increase the already existing
operating comfort. Even more comfortable
thanks to Comfort packages.

P. 80

Security Plus
FRAME AND

With special security extras, you can
increase the already high security standard
of your WERU front door entirely according
to your requirements.

P. 78

HANDLE DESIGN
Choose from a wide
range of handles

PANEL VARIANTS

KICK AND SCRATCH
GLASS OPTIONS

PROTECTION

Determine the depth

Refine glass elements

Targeted increase in

effect of your door

as desired

the service life of your door
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DOOR MODELS
WHICH DOOR
RANGE OFFERS
THE OPTIMAL
CHOICE?
Our WERU door systems incorporate
the knowledge gathered over decades from
hundreds of thousands of customer requests.
That's why we have doors for every taste and
every requirement.
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2
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MODERN

Modern

1
1

DESIGN
OR NOT
AT ALL.

3

4

We keep pace with the latest trends,
everything in our home is up to
date: the kitchen, intelligent building

5

technology, the media equipment.
Only a front door with a clear design
language is suitable for us. A front
door that makes a statement that
matches our overall concept and
can be perfectly customised thanks

1 | Modern architecture, combined with entrance portals
in real wood look.
2 | Subtle light with sandblasting design.
3 | Harmonious unity. Doors with interior design.
4 | Gives depth. Inlays give doors a special look.
5 | Suitable for all façades: coloured aluminium front doors.
6 | Warm wood ambience creates an exceptionally cosy look.

to its extended design possibilities.
In a nutshell, hassle-free, MODERN.

6
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Modern

NEW

DECORS
ON TREND.
Applications made of sandstone, slate, concrete, wood decor or
panels in real wood look give your front door a particularly individual

Model

touch. Because each decorative material is unique – with a unique

H11205

grain and feel that depends on the creation process. Through the

Application:
Ceramic Iron Corten (AP15)
Panel variants:

interplay between the aluminium surface and new interesting materials,
you can set unique accents. Our wood decors are an easy-care
variant of natural materials. And four additional ceramic applications
offer a modern look, combined with a highly robust surface and
light resistance.

Model
H11119
Application: Slate Black Line (AP02)
Glass sidelight: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Natural material
You can recognise suitable
doors by this icon.
REAL
WOOD PANEL

Also
available in:

AP17
Wild Oak

OTHER

Other applications for this model:

SURFACES
P. 76

AP13
Ceramic
Concrete Silk

AP14
Ceramic Basalt
Grey Satin

Model

Model

H11201

H10206

Glass: Masterpoint
Panel: Old Oak look
Panel variants:

Application: Grey Wild Oak (AP18)
Panel variants:

AP16
Ceramic
Iron Grey

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Modern

NEW

BLACK IS
BEAUTIFUL!

Model
H11100
Application:
Slate Black Line (AP02)
Glass: Clear
Panel variants:

A black front door doesn't
just make an impression
in Number 10 Downing
Street – black front doors
or black door details

Model

Model

H11027

H11175

Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Panel variants:

Model

Model

H11068

H11093

Handle: Recessed grip
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

are almost a must-have,
especially in contemporary
architecture. With the
WERU Black Edition, you
can choose between black
raised or flush inlays, as well
as black outside handles,
black inside handles and
black rosettes to give your
front door a particularly
exclusive look.

Black Edition
You can recognise suitable
doors by this icon.

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Other applications for this model:

AP01
Concrete

AP03
Slate Autumn
Rustic

AP04
Slate Jeera
Green

AP05
Slate Silver
Shine

AP06
Sandstone
Brown

AP07
Sandstone
Beige

AP08
Sandstone
White

AP10
Indian
Apple
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Modern

YOUR TRUE
FREEDOM
LIES IN THE
DETAILS!

NICE TO
KNOW:

Shadow grooves, raised stainless
steel inlays and flush inlays in
black or Alunox visually enhance
your door:

At WERU, we pay attention to the bigger
picture as well as the details. This also applies
to the option of equipping your WERU MODERN
front doorwith individual door decorations
and thus designing it exactly according to your
expectations. Shadow grooves, raised and flush
inlays are available.

Raised inlays
are narrow, raised decorative elements
embedded in the door – they give
the door a subtle depth.

Model

Variant

H11088
Handle: Recessed grip
Glass: glass sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

In accordance with the ATRIS principle, you are
extremely flexible in your choice of colour for
many models: This allows you to select various
elements of the door in a different colour than
the door frame. What is created? One of a kind,
personal for the future owner.

Flexibility
You can recognise suitable doors by
the flexibility icons.

Shadow grooves
are milled into the door and give it depth
and structure.

Flush inlays
are wider than raised inlays and
flush-mounted in the door – making
them particularly easy to care for.

Model

Variant

Variant

H11142

Decorative element: Raised inlays

Decorative element: Flush inlays

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Decorative element: shadow grooves
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Modern

Also available in:

Model

Variant

Model

Variant

H11053

Application: Slate Jeera Green (AP04)
Glass: sandblasted

H11086

Application: Ceramic Iron Grey (AP16)

Application: Slate Black Line (AP02)
Glass sidelight: gS11051-d1, sandblasted
Panel variants:

Model H11053 also available in:

AP01
Concrete

AP03
Slate Autumn
Rustic

AP05
Slate Silver
Shine

AP06
Sandstone
Brown

AP07
Sandstone
Beige

AP08
Sandstone
White

AP10
Indian Apple

AP13
Ceramic
Concrete Silk

AP14
Ceramic
Basalt Grey
Satin

AP15
Ceramic
Iron Corten

AP16
Ceramic
Iron Grey

AP17
Wild Oak

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

AP13
Ceramic
Concrete Silk

AP14
Ceramic
Basalt Grey

AP15
Ceramic
Iron Corten

AP17
Wild Oak

AP18
Wild Oak Grey

Application: Concrete (AP01)
Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

REAL
WOOD PANEL

Available in:

AP18
Wild Oak
Grey

AP02
Slate Black
Line

Available in:

AP13
Ceramic
Concrete Silk

AP13
Ceramic
Concrete Silk

AP14
Ceramic
Basalt Grey

AP14
Ceramic
Basalt Grey

AP15
Ceramic
Iron Corten

AP15
Ceramic
Iron Corten

AP16
Ceramic
Iron Grey

AP16
Ceramic
Iron Grey

AP18
Wild Oak
Grey

AP17
Wild Oak

Model

Model

Model

H11092

H11200

H11096

Application: Wild Oak (AP17)
Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Panel: Old Oak look
Glass: Mastercareé
Panel variants:

Application: Wild Oak Grey (AP18)
Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:
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Modern

Also available in:

AP01
Concrete

AP02
Slate Black
Line

AP03
Slate Autumn
Rustic

AP05
Slate Silver
Shine

AP06
Sandstone
Brown

AP07
Sandstone
Beige

AP08
Sandstone
White

AP10
Indian
Apple

Model

Model

Model

H11103

H11122

H11143

Application: Slate Jeera Green (AP04)
Panel variants:

Application: Concrete (AP01)
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

H11118

H11125

H11123

H11173

H11156

H11153

Application: Concrete (AP01)
Panel variants:

Application: Slate Black Line (AP02)
Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Application: Slate Black Line (AP02)
Panel variants:

Glass: Satinato
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Flush inlay: Alunox 15 mm
Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Modern
LARGE
LIGHT CUT-OUT
= HIGH LIGHT
INCIDENCE

Model

Model

Model

Variant

H11126

H11159

H10420

Glass: sandblasted

Glass: sandblasted,
with different matt levels
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Glass sidelight: gS10420-s1 sandblasted,
with different matt levels, with clear motif
Facet: grey
Panel variants:

Model

Model

Model

H11001

H11025

H11141

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Modern
WITH LED
ILLUMINATION

Model

Variant

Model

Model

H11157

Glass: gH11157-l1 (house number horizontal,
with LED lighting at the top)

H11154

H11155

Glass sidelight: gS11154-s1 sandblasted,
with clear motif
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Glass: gH11157-l2 (vertical street and
house number, with surrounding LEDs)
Panel variants:

Model

Model

Model

Variant

H11150

H10126

H11026

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif

Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Glass sidelight: gS11026-s1 sandblasted,
motif printed
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Modern

Model

Variant

Model

Model

H11023

Decorative element: Shadow grooves

H10722

H11172

Glass sidelight: gS10722-s1 sandblasted,
with clear motif
Panel variants:

Application: Alunox
Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Decorative element: Flush inlays
Glass sidelight: gS11023-d1 sandblasted,
with printed motif
Panel variants:

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

H10465

H10125

H11164

H11174

H11028

Glass sidelight: gS10465-d1 sandblasted,
with printed motif
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Application: Alunox
Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Modern

Model

Model

Model

Model

H11000

H11161

H11165

H10127

Glass sidelight: gS11000-s2 sandblasted,
with clear motif
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Glass sidelight: gS11165-s1
sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Application: Alunox
Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Model

Interior design variant

Model

Variant

H11163

Interior design with shadow groove

H11140

Exterior design with shadow groove
Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Glass: sandblasted
Colour change: second colour field
in the panel possible
Panel variants:
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Modern

Model

Variant

H11131
Glass: sandblasted
Colour change: second colour field in the panel
possible
Panel variants:

Model

Model

Model

Model

H11029

H11166

H11136

H11135

Application: Alunox
Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Filling variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Colour change: second colour field
in the panel possible
Panel variants:

Colour change: second colour field
in the panel possible
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Modern

Model

Model

H11167

H10123

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Panel variants:

NEW

Model

Model

Model

Model

H11063

H11061

H11062

H11169

Handle: Recessed grip,
LED backlit
Panel variants:

Handle: Recessed grip
Panel variants:

Application: Alunox
Handle: Recessed grip
Panel variants:

Application: Wild Oak (AP17)
Glass sidelight: gS00500-l1
Panel variants:

Also available in:

Variant

Interior design variant

Application: Alunox

Interior design with shadow
grooves (as exterior)

AP18
Wild Oak Grey

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Modern
HANDLE ALSO
AVAILABLE
VERTICALLY

Model

Model

Model

H11170

H11171

H11102

Panel variants:

Panel variants:

Glass sidelight: gS11102-d1 sandblasted,
motif printed
Panel variants:

Variant

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

H10408

H11013

H11077

H91008

H91007

Panel variants:

Application: Stainless steel

Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Stainless steel application
Panel variants:

Glass: sandblasted, with clear motif
Stainless steel application
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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1

P. 46

KLASSIK

P. 46

Klassik

ELEGANT,
TIMELESS,
IMAGINATIVE

A NEW TAKE ON
KLASSIK.
2
We live in the here and now – yet
also appreciate the traditions.
Only a value-adding front door in
traditional style is suitable for our
house. With elegant and timeless

3

shapes. With characteristic design
elements such as light cut-outs or
profiled decorative strips. The latest
technology on the inside, with
the appearance of traditional
craftsmanship. With traditional finishes

1 | Harmonious duo: Traditional door design meets clinker
façade. 2 | Not all handles are equal. The right selection
completes the design. 3 | Large selection: Glass art changes
any door. 4 | Turn your front door into a real entrance portal:
Sidelights with special glass look.

and handed down ornamentation.
Proven, individual, KLASSIK.

4
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Klassik

GLASS
ART NEW

STYLISH
PRIVACY
SCREEN.
Glass art plays a prominent role
as a style and function element in
traditional doors and their sidelights
in particular. Fresh new structures with
both modern and traditional motifs
protect you from curious passers-by.
And still let an adequate amount of
light into the room. At WERU, you
can choose between ready-made
glass art, various patternend glasses

Model

Variant

Variant

H10719

Glass: gH10719-d1

Glass: gH10719-s1

Glass: gH10719-t1
Panel variants:

and sandblast designs individually
made for you.

GLASS
ART NEW

NICE TO
KNOW:

We place the textured side of the glass in
the space between the panes – the outside
remains smooth and easy to clean. And if
increased safety is an issue, any kind of glass

Model

Variant

Variant

art can also be produced in combination with

H10763

Glass: gH10763-t1

Glass: gH10763-s1

laminated safety glass.

Glass: gH10763-t1
Glass sidelight: gS10763-t2
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Klassik

GLASS
ART NEW

Model

Variant

Variant

Model

Variant

H10323

Glass: gH10323-b1

Glass: gH10323-s1

H10371

Glass: gH10371-s1

Glass door: gH10323- t1
Glass sidelight: gS10323-t1
Panel variants:

Glass door: gH10371-b1
Glass sidelight: gS10371-b1
Facet: grey
Panel variants:

Model

Variant

H10354

Glass: gH10354-s1

Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Klassik

Model

Variant

Model

Variant

H11130

Glass: gH11130-s1

H10347

Glass: gH10347-b1

Glass door: gH11130- t1
Glass sidelight: gS11130-t1
Panel variants:

Glass: gH10347-s2
Panel variants:

NEW

Model

Model

Model

Variant

Variant

H10154

10339

H10232

Glass: gH10232-b1

Glass: gH10232-s2

Glass: Chinchilla
Panel variants:

Glass: gH10339-s2
Panel variants:

Glass: gH10232-s1
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Klassik

Model

Variant

H10713

Glass: gH10713-b1

Glass door: gH10713-s1
Glass sidelight: gS10713-s1-L
Panel variants:

Model

Variant

Variant

Model

Variant

Variant

H10837

Glass: gH10837-s1

Glass: sandblasted

H10315

Glass: gH10315-t1

Glass: gH10315-s2

Glass: gH10837-b1
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Glass door: gH10315-s1
Glass sidelight: gS10315-s1-L
Panel variants:
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Klassik

Model

Variant

Variant

H10874

Glass: gH10874-t1

Glass: gH10874-s2

Glass door: gH10874-b1
Glass sidelight: gS10874-b1
Facet: green
Panel variants:

Model

Variant

Model

Variant

Variant

H10878

Glass: gH10878-s1

H10754

Glass door: gH10754-b1

Glass: gH10754-s1

Glass door: gH10878-s2
Glass sidelight: gS10878-s2-L
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:
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NEW

Model

Variant

H11117

Glass: gH11117-o1

Glass: gH11117-s1
Panel variants:

Model

Variant

Variant

H11111

Glass door: gH11111-s1

Glass: gH11111-s3
Equipment: Kick plate,
finger scan in door

Glass door: gH11111-s2
Glass sidelight: gS11111-s2-L
Panel variants:

Klassik

GLASS
ART NEW

Model

Variant

Variant

Model

Model

Model

H11110

Glass: gH11110-s1

Glass: gH11110-s2

H11181

H91100

H91102

Glass: sandblasted
Panel variants:

Glass: Satinato, sandblasted,
with red dots
Panel variants:

Glass: Satinato, sandblasted,
with blue lines & stars
Foil: Frost pattern
Panel variants:

Glass door: gH11110-t1
Panel variants:

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Vario

P. 58

Free positioning of bars
on many models – flexible
light cut-outs as a result

Panels in a wide range of
colours and decors possible

Wide selection of
door panels

VARIO

P. 59

1

FLEXIBLE,
CREATIVE,
THE ATRIS PRINCIPLE

CONTRASTS
MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE.

2

3

We love freedom. We like it varied and
individual. Whether it's a detached
house, apartment block or office
building – we like to create our
architectural environment to be

4

eye-catching, creative and precisely
the way we want it. A variable front
door with a striking bar look is just
the thing for us! Here we can express
ourselves and design the door exactly
according to our wishes. And the

1 | Twice as good: Front doors with real wood enhance
the appearance of office buildings. 2 | Bring some life
to the design: different coloured panels. 3 | Doors with
integrated mailbox systems are practical and convenient.
4 | Residential and officebuildings, attractively designed.
5 | Modern diversity: Variable panels make every front door
a unique piece.

internal values of a WERU front door
are perfect too: safe, convenient,
energy-efficient, VARIO.

5
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Vario
NEW:
REAL WOOD
PANEL

Model

Model

Model

Variant

H00020

H00030

H00001

Glass: Pavé

Glass door: Punto
Glass sidelight: Punto,
with integrated mailbox

Glass: Mastercarré

Panel: Old Oak look, f370 vertical
Glass: Satinato

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

H00000

H00010

H00204

H00201

H00002

Glass: Mastercarré

Glass: Mastercarré

Glass: Satinato

Glass: Masterpoint

Glass: Mastercarré

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Vario
NEW:
REAL WOOD
PANEL

Model

Variant

Model

H00012

Panel: Old Oak look, f370 vertical
Glass: clear glass

H00975

Glass door and sidelights: Satinato

Glass door: Masterpoint
Glass sidelights: Satinato

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

H00202

H00011

H00912

H00207

H00212

H00919

Glass: Punto

Glass: Satinato

Glass: Pavé

Glass: Satinato

Glass: Pavé

Glass: Satinato

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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Vario
NEW:
REAL WOOD
PANEL

Model

Variant

Model

Variant

H00021

H00216

Glass: Pavé

Glass: Punto

Panel colour: Pigeon blue (R5041M)
Glass: sandblasted

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

H00222

H00031

H00904

H00913

H00902

Glass door and sidelight: Satinato

Glass: Satinato

Glass: Satinato

Glass: Mastercarré

Glass: Chinchilla

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Filling: left, old Oak look, f370 vertical
Glass: sandblasted
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TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT
IS THERE A DOOR
THAT OFFERS
EVERYTHING
WE WANT?
Each WERU door is custom-made, adapted to
your life, your wishes and your home. And with
variable equipment options, we make your door
even more comfortable, secure and individual.
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OUR STANDARD
IS PREMIUM.

ATRIS LIFE
UPGRADE

Do you know how much a WERU front door
weighs? It easily weighs 150 kg including the
frame. Why is this? Because our ATRIS front
doors already come with a lot of equipment

AND IF YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR A LITTLE BIT MORE:

as standard. You simply choose according to
the ATRIS principle and your preferences –
and we will build your own individual door.

The ATRIS-life upgrade offers additional
equipment at a particularly attractive package
price. Of course, all of this additional equipment
can also be ordered individually.

AND THAT IS
ALL INCLUDED –
AT NO EXTRA COST:

GLASS REBATE PANEL

GLASS REBATE PANEL WITH

WITH INSTALLATION DEPTH 37 MM

INSTALLATION DEPTH 56 MM

Traditional design with recessed appearance

Higher installation depth for even better

between door profile and door panel

insulation values up to Up=0.52 W/(m2K)

2-PANE THERMAL INSULATION GLASS
3-PANE THERMAL INSULATION GLASS

Ug = 1.1 (W/m K) with 6 mm safety glass on the outside
2

3-pane thermal insulation glass with
Condense-Stop (model-dependent)
FRAME AND SASH

Ug = 0.6 W/(m 2 K), with 6 mm safety

System installation depth 90 mm

glass on the outside

SCREW-ON HINGES

THERMOPLUS INSULATION

Two sturdy 3-part screw-on hinges,

Sophisticated chamber geometry of

adjustable in three dimensions

the profile system, paired with heat
insulation foam, reduces thermal bridges,
even in the corner area

PATTERNED GLASSES
Wide selection of different door glasses,
also with laminated safety glass

ROLLER HINGES
Two sturdy 3-piece roller hinges,
SECURITY

adjustable in 2 dimensions

Profile cylinder with emergency and panic function,
mechanically self-locking standard lock
CENTRE SEALING SYSTEM
Third sealing level guarantees maximum

Ud VALUE

tightness and ensures the highest sound

Up to 0.84 W/(m2 K)

insulation values

Picture shows optional equipment (ATRIS-life).
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ALL A QUESTION
OF DESIGN.
PANEL
VARIANTS

DOOR
HINGES

of the doors. Frames and panel form one unit,

Panel variants characterise the appearance and effect

WERU front doors are equipped

flush or offset looks are possible.

of a door from the outside, as well as from the inside.

with screw-on hinges as standard.

Modern, traditional or with bars: WERU aluminium
front doors offer you design freedom on all
levels. This also applies to the frames and panels

In addition, you can also select roller
3
3 | Screw-on hinge.

4
4 | Roller hinge.

5

hinges or completely concealed hinges.

5 | Concealed hinge.

FRAME
VERSIONS
Exterior

Interior

INTERIOR
DESIGN

Glass rebate panel
Traditional design with recessed appearance between
aluminium profile and door panel.

Inside and out: beautiful! Of course, you also have plenty
of options for interior design to individually adapt your
front door to your taste and your living situation. Some
models offer similar designs both inside and outside.
1
1 | Flush
The frame and sash are level with
each other. This ensures a straight,
clear appearance.

Exterior

Doors with interior design can be
recognised by this icon.

Interior

Flush on one side
Frame and door panel form a harmonious unit on the outside.
This allows the focus to be on the modern design. The inside is
designed as a glazed rebate panel.

DESIGNS
Normal front door or large portal with 3 m height,
glazed fanlights, narrow or wide sidelights –
WERU has a lot to offer.

ONLINE TO
THE DESIRED
DOOR

2
Exterior

2 | Offset
The frame and sash are positioned
offset. As a result, the frame on
the outside protrudes visually and
the door has a special depth effect.

Interior

Flush on both sides
The high-quality exterior design is also implemented on the interior.
Thus the exquisite design continues on the inside. In addition,
the best thermal insulation values are achieved with this type of
door design.

The WERU door configurator.
Simply design your desired door.
weru.com/configurator
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NOT ALL HANDLES
ARE EQUAL.

TIP: "V" IN THE
ARTICLE NUMBER
MEANS THAT THE
LENGTH CAN BE
ADJUSTED AS
REQUIRED.

FINGERSCAN
CAN BE
INTEGRATED

G101sf-E

G102sf-E

G102sf-B

G103sf-E

G105sv-E

G108sv-E

G102gf-E

G102gf-B

G104gf-E

G105gv-E G108gv-E

400 mm

600 mm

600 mm

1,000 mm

Variable

Variable

600 mm

600 mm

1,500 mm

Variable
Variable
up to
up to
2,000 mm 2,200 mm

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

up to
up to
2,000 mm 2,200 mm

Standard

Standard

Standard

G110gf-E

G111gf-E

G119gf-E

G120gf-E

G124gv-E G125gf-E

G125gf-B

G109sv-E

G121gf-E

400 mm

800 mm

1,000 mm

1,050 mm

Variable
1,600 mm
up to
2,200 mm

1,600 mm

Variable
up to
1,000 mm

1,480 mm
Jatoba

square

half-round square

DIFFERENT
HANDLE SHAPES

No door is complete without fittings. When choosing

the value and stability of the WERU outside handle

outside handles, inside handles and matching

is revealed in an instant. Depending on the selected

rosettes, three aspects are key: Design, security

door model, WERU offers a large selection of handles

and comfort.

for individualising your front door: shorter standard

The selected outside handle not only determines
the visual effect of your front door: When touched,

Standard

round

handles or outsidehandles that set additional design

G112gf-E

G116gf-E

G117gf-E

G122gf-E

G114sf-E

G123gf-E

highlights, or handles with a particularly high quality

600 mm

600 mm

835 mm

400 mm

350 mm

500 mm

Jatoba

Jatoba

feel. You have the choice!

Denotes functional handles, modern and traditional.
Stands for selected long handles over almost the entire front door height as a design element, as well as selected short handles.
Fulfils your desire for a unique entrance door experience with applications and the highest quality materials.
Standard equipment.

Standard
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OUTSIDE
ROSETTES
Whether drill-in round rosette or surfacemounted rosette: WERU rosettes are always
secure – your taste alone determines
G006gf-E

G009gf-E

G007gf-E

G008gv-E

332 mm

332 mm

332 mm

350 – 600 mm

Standard

Standard

R001oz-E

R001mz-E

R001oz-B

R001mz-B

Rosette

Pulling protection
rosette

Rosette

Pulling protection
rosette

R001oz-M

R001mz-M

R002oz-E

R002mz-E

Rosette

Pulling protection
rosette

Surface-mounted
rosette

Pulling protection
rosette

the shape. Uninvited guests stay outside
with so-called cylinder protection rosettes.
They prevent the cylinder from being

Standard

pulled out or drilled.

G113sf-E

G004sf-E

G004sf-M

G003sf-E

G003sf-M

G002sf-E

G02sf-M

R003oz-E

R003oz-B

R003mz-E

R004mz-E

R004oz-E

320 mm

290 mm

290 mm

330 mm

330 mm

305 mm

305 mm

Drill-in round
rosette

Drill-in round
rosette

Pulling
protection
round rosette

Square pulling
protection
rosette

Square
rosette

Brass

Brass

Brass

INTERIOR
HANDLE
Outside wow – and inside? Likewise!
A large selection of interior handles
D056oz-E

D055oz-E
Standard

S051oz-E

S051oz-B

S051oz-M

is already included in the standard

245 mm

245 mm

245 mm
Brass

equipment of your WERU aluminium

Standard

Standard

front door. Simply choose your

Standard

S001oz-B

S001oz-E

S001oz-M

S001oz-W

D005oz-B

D005oz-E

D013oz-E

D014oz-E

favourite design!

HANDLES
WITH LONG
ESCUTCHEON ARE
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH
PULLING PROTECTION
FOR INCREASED
SECURITY.

S054oz-E

S054oz-M

S053oz-E

S053oz-M

245 mm

245 mm
Brass

245 mm

245 mm

Standard

D001oz-B

D001oz-E

D002oz-E

Brass
Standard

Standard

Denotes functional handles, modern and traditional.
Stands for selected long handles over almost the entire front door height as a design element, as well as selected short handles.
Fulfils your desire for a unique entrance door experience with applications and the highest quality materials.
Standard equipment.
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THE AMAZING EFFECT
OF COLOUR!

METALLIC COLOURS
Our 13 metallic colours give your door a particularly high-quality look –
iron glitter in the colours creates very special lighting effects.

We put a lot of thought into the interior design of our homes. Now your colour
considerations can include the entrance door of your home as well. There are almost
no limits to your imagination: You can design frames and panels in different colours,
R9016M
Traffic White

continue the colour design from the outside on the inside of your front door or adapt
the design of the inside of your front door to your interior.

RAL COLOURS

M0088M
Distel Grey

M0089M
Grey Beige

M0092M
Pearl Beige

M0090M
Dark Brown

M0094M
White Aluminium

M0096M
Pearl Light Grey

M0091M
Iron Grey

M0095M
Grey Aluminium

M0093M
Pearl Mouse Grey

configurator:

M0097M
Pearl Dark Grey
R6005
Moss Green

R6009
Fir Green

R7012
Basalt Grey

R5014
Pigeon Blue

R3004
Purple Red

You can easily try out the effect
of different colours in our door

For example, choose from the approximately 200 non-metallic colours in the RAL Classic colour fan.

R9001
Cream White

TIP

DB0701M
Iron Glitter
Light Grey

DB0702M
Iron Glitter Grey

DB0703M
Iron Glitter
Dark Grey

weru.com/configurator

R3005
Wine Red

DESIGN COLOUR WORLDS
With the finely coordinated design colour worlds we have developed, you have even more options for presenting
R8016
Mahogany Brown

R5011
Steel Blue

R9007
Grey Aluminium

R7016
Anthracite Grey

R7001
Silver Grey

R8003
Clay Brown

… and many
other colours

the individual character of your home. For example, with different colours in the panel and frame.

Cream Beige

FEEL-GOOD COLOURS

Earth colours

Warm Grey

W CB 001M

W CB 002M

W EF 001M

W EF 002M

W WG 001M

W WG 002M

W CB 003M

W CB 004M

W EF 003M

W EF 004M

W WG 003M

W WG 004M

Choose one of the 21 matt texture colours with its special surface feel.

Mineral colours
R1019MS
Grey beige

R7006MS
Beige grey

R8017MS
Chocolate Brown

R3004MS
Purple red

R7011MS
Iron Grey

R8077MS
Brown

R3005MS
Wine red

R7012MS
Basalt Grey

R9006MS
White Aluminium

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

R5011MS
Steel blue

R7015MS
Slate Grey

R9007MS
Grey Aluminium

R6005MS
Moss Green

R7016MS
Anthracite Grey

R9010MS
Pure White

R6009MS
Fir green

R7040MS
Window Grey

R9016MS
Traffic White

R7001MS
Silver grey

R8007MS
Fawn Brown

R200MS
Silver Grey
Metal Effect

Ever Green

Sea Blue

W SL 001M

W SL 002M

W GR 001M

W GR 002M

W BL 001M

W BL 002M

W SL 003M

W SL 004M

W GR 003M

W GR 004M

W BL 003M

W BL 004M

Silver grey

Strong Grey

Modern Black

W SG 001M

W SG 002M

W GA 001M

W GA 002M

W SW 001M

W SW 002M

W SG 003M

W SG 004M

W GA 003M

W GA 004M

W SW 003M

W SW 004M
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NEW

Real wood panel:
Old Oak look, grain
vertical and horizontal

AP02
Slate Black Line

NEW

AP06
Sandstone Brown

AP01
Concrete

NEW

INDIVIDUALITY,
MADE
TRANSPARENT.

AP13
Ceramic Concrete Silk

NEW

AP03
Slate Autumn Rustic

1

NEW

Glass art, patterned glass or your own

AP17
Wild Oak

design – we can do almost anything:
Simply send us your favourite motif and
NEW

AP07
Sandstone Beige

AP14
Ceramic Basalt
Grey Satin

our experienced craftsmen will transfer
it into the glass!

NEW

2

AP18
Wild Oak Grey

AP04
Slate Jeera Green

AP08
Sandstone White

1 | Sidelight glass art matching the door design.
2 | Glass art with LED lighting. 3 | Glass art "frost
pattern". 4 | Sandblast-glass art in floral look.

AP15
Ceramic Iron Corten

3

NEW

AP05
Slate Silver Shine

AP10
Indian Apple

AP16
Ceramic Iron Grey

PATTERNED GLASS

TIP

P. 26

YOU HAVE
THE CHOICE:
DECORATIVE
MATERIALS.

4

You can find the entire selection of patterned glasses
at your local dealer and in our door configurator.
weru.com/configurator

In order to design your individual front
door, you can choose not only high-quality

Chinchilla White

Frost Pattern White

Uadi White

Pavé Matt White

aluminium surfaces in countless colours
P. 18

and glass, but also other highly interesting
and unusual materials. Please ask your
specialist dealer for sample boards to view
our decorative materials.

Punto White

Satinato

Fully solid door models cannot be realised in all decorative
materials due to the limited dimensions of the raw material.

Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.
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BETTER SAFE
THAN SORRY.

YOUR PACKAGES FOR
INCREASED SECURITY.
1

Unfortunately, a front door can also be the target

Whether as standard, individually purchased or as part of a package:

of uninvited guests. WERU front doors make

WERU front doors offer security for every requirement.

life difficult for burglars, however. Our security

2

Pr
ote
ct

Pr
ote
ct

6

Pr
ote
ct

packages offer additional protection.

NICE TO
KNOW:

AutoLock Plus
–
–
–

–

–

Leverage-proof guards

Top security

Security rosette

All WERU front doors can be upgraded

Security cylinder

to security class RC 2.

Impact-resistant P4A glazing

5

INCREASING THE SAFETY CLASS
(RC = RESISTANCE CLASS)
1 | AutoLock Plus
Simply close your door – three latch bolts
secure the door even without locking.

4
RC 1

	The components of the door have
basic protection: against breaking

3

open attempts with physical force

2| L
 everage-proof guards
Wedges and drilling cams attached to the
frame and sash rebate interlock when the
door is closed, thus preventing the door
leaf from being forcibly levered out in
the hinge area.

such as kicking, jumping against
the door, hitting the door with
the shoulder, pushing up and
pulling out.
RC 2

	This resistance class provides

3| S
 ecurity rosette
The security rosette with cylinder cover
protects the cylinder against drilling and
core extraction and prevents the rosette
from being levered off or unscrewed.

standard security and is
recommended by the police. Your
door can withstand the break-in
attempt for at least 3 minutes.

7

4| S
 ecurity cylinder
The multi-pin reversible key profile
cylinder with steel-hardened security pins
has restricted locking – i.e. the locking
only exists once. The integrated core
protection disc helps to prevent drilling
open. Unauthorised key copies are not

possible. Keys may only be copied with
the security card.

5| K
 nob cylinder
No key remains inside here. With a rotary
knob on the inside of the door, it can be
opened or locked from the inside at any
time, without a key at all. This provides
more security and saves valuable seconds
in an emergency.

6 | TwinLock
With the TwinLock door catcher, you first
open the door by just a gap. Nobody can
enter, but you can look out from the inside.
All lock components are concealed in
the door profiles.

8 | Penetration-resistant P4A glazing
The laminated safety glass with
safety film between the panes
makes it difficult to break the front
door glass.

9 | 5 -bolt lock
The 5-bolt lock with solid and swivel
hooks made of hardened steel further
increases the resistance of the door.
10 | Digital door spy
The digital door spy shows you on
a screen what is happening outside in
front of the door – in a comfortable
size and distortion-free.

7| S
 wivel hooks
The swivel hooks prevent the frame and
sash from being pressed apart, sawing or
bending the bolt is almost impossible.
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SIMPLY
MORE COMFORT.
WERU front doors made of aluminium are
extensively equipped by the company. Our

1

standard is already premium. But there are
hardly any limits to the individualisation
options, including with the additional comfort
equipment – whether as a package or an

4 | Letterboxes
With our robust front plates made of
galvanised, powder-coated steel, you can
also integrate letterboxes and bells in the
sidelight of our front doors. The metal bell
buttons are flush-mounted in the steel
front and can be fitted with individual
aluminium name plates on request.

individually selectable option.
5| K
 ick plate*
We have all experienced it: When both
hands are full, we open the door with tip
of the shoe. The stainless steel kick plate
helps to prevent inevitable and unsightly
scratches in the door paint. It is installed
flush or surface-mounted, depending on
the selected door model.

1 | Door closer
Fully loaded with shopping, closing the
front door can easily become an acrobatic
exercise. Our door closing unit takes care
of closing the door for you. Comfortable,
gentle and safe.

6| S
 cratch protection*
When unlocking the door, the bunch
of keys often strikes the front door
and leaves clearly visible marks over
time. Our stainless steel anti-scratch
protection around the profile cylinder is
easy to attach and protects the panel
from unsightly marks.

2| F
 inger scan or keypad
You can literally forget your door keys
or cards: Use the finger scanning unit
or the keypad to open your front door
conveniently using your fingerprint or code.

2

Co
mf
ort

Co
mf
ort

Co
mf
ort

YOUR PACKAGES FOR
INCREASED COMFORT.

–

–

3-bolt lock
Electric door opener

3| A
 utoLock Plus with electric door opener
Our front doors are already equipped
as standard so that the door is locked
automatically with two latch bolts when
pulled shut – no need to lock. AutoLock
Plus locks the door with three latch
bolts. And with the electric door opener,
the extended latch bolts are retracted
via a motor.

AutoLock

–
–

5

–

Finger scan unit

6

* The installation depends on the door model. Applications and decors can rule out kick and scratch protection.
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WERU QUALITY AND SERVICE
WHO CAN
GUARANTEE MY
SATISFACTION?
At WERU, we are not just proud of what we
produce. We want this quality to arrive at your
location and ensure that it does. Together with
our specialist dealers and the best installation
quality. So you can let life in.
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WERU quality and service

THE
WERU GROUP.
The WERU Group is a leading
manufacturer of windows and

QUALITÄT MADE
IN GERMANY

doors in Germany and Europe.
We produce our windows
and doors at several German
production sites.

Hardly any other manufacturer offers
a comparable professional complete package
that leaves nothing to be desired. And we are
SPECIALIST
DEALERS IN GERMANY
AND EUROPE

not resting on our 175-year history. We are
continuously working on improving and
developing our products. Because our corporate
vision focuses first and foremost on customer

ONLY LEARNED
IS LEARNED!

satisfaction – for a lifetime.

We are there wherever you need us: With around

WERU doors and windows allow you to purchase

COMPETENCE, INNOVATION
AND INDIVIDUALITY.

800 selected specialist dealers in Germany and Europe,
you will find the people who know everything about WERU

the best quality products – manufactured to
AUTHORISED
SPECIALIST DEALER

last as long as possible. Because you don't

doors and windows. They take the time to help you make

buy doors and windows every few years, but

the right decisions. The people who have competent

for decades. Thermal and sound insulation,

answers to all your questions. After they have taken the

burglary resistance and contemporary designs

dimensions of your house and planned doors and windows

are a matter of course for us and therefore also

together with you, they give production the green light and

for you.

just a few weeks later they install your doors and windows
professionally, quickly and cleanly.
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ATRIS
DOOR MODELS

H11103

H11118

H11125

H11156

H11143

H11173

H10123

H11063

H11062

H11169

H11171

H11110

H11111

P.  4 8

H10874

H10754

P.  52
P.  5 5

H10878

H10339

P.  5 3

H10154

P.  5 3

H11130

H10315

H11181

P.  4 8

P.  4 8

P.  47

H10837

P.  5 5

P.  5 5

H10713

H10371

P.  51

P.  50

H10354

P.  5 5

H10232

H11117

P.  4 6

P.  4 6

P.  49

P.  5 4

H10347

H10323

P.  50

H10763

P.  5 4

P.  3 7

P.  49

H10719

H11135

P.  4 0

H11170

P.  4 5

P.  4 5

P.  3 4

H11163

H11136

P.  4 0

H11131

P.  39

P.  38

H11161

P.  3 7

P.  3 7

H11000

H11166

H11061

P.  3 4

P.  3 4

P.  3 3
P.  36

H11028

H11029

P.  38

H11140

P.  38

P.  38

H11174

P.  36

P.  3 5

H11164

H10127

H11167

P.  3 3

P.  3 3

P.  3 3

P.  3 3

P.  3 5

H11172

H11165

P.  38

H11200

P.  27

H11096

H10722

P.  3 5

H11068

P.  25

P.  25

H11086

H11122

P.  21

P.  21

P.  21

P.  27

H11092

H11175

P.  27

H11053

H11027

P.  25

P.  24

H11100

P.  27

H11142

H11123

P.  20

P.  19
P.  24

H10206

P.  26

P.  26

P.  26

H11088

P.  26

P.  21

H11093

H11201

P.  23

H11119

P.  23

H11205

P.  19

Klassik

P.  19

P.  18

Modern

H91100

H91102

H91007

H00010

H00204

H00001

experience how colours, handles or sidelights

H00012

H00202

H00011

H00912

H00201

H00975

H00002

H00207

P.  61

P.  61

P.  61

Simply design your desired door and

P.  61

The WERU door configurator.

H00212

H00919

visually change a front door. Non-binding,
with preview function and the option of
requesting directly from specialist retailers.

H00021

H00222

H00031

H00216

H00904

H00913

P.  6 3

P.  6 3

weru.com/configurator
P.  6 3

H10125

P.  6 0

P.  32

H10465

H00000

P.  6 3

H11023

P.  6 0

H11026

P.  62

H11155

P.  32

P.  32
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P.  58
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P.  28
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P.  28
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ATRIS-style

ARE THERE STYLES
THAT MEET
EXCEPTIONAL DEMANDS?
The unique ATRIS-style collection opens up new dimensions
in design and technology. Ask your specialist adviser now.

HIGH-QUALITY,
EXCLUSIVE,
CUSTOM-MADE
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WERU GmbH
Zumhofer Straße 25
73635 Rudersberg
www.weru.com

We look forward to providing you with personal advice:
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